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N A T U R A L OPERATORS LIFTING V E C T O R FIELDS 
ON MANIFOLDS TO T H E B U N D L E S OF COVELOCITIES 
W . M. Mikulski 
Abstract. We prove that for n-manifolds (n > 3) the sets of all natural operators 
T -> (T£*,Tjq*) and T -> TT^*, respectively, are free finitely generated C°°((Rk)r)-
modules. We construct explicitly the bases of the C°°((Rk)r)-modules. 
Keywords: natural operators, bundle functors. 
A M S classification: 58A20, 53A55. 
0, Introduction. We show how a vector field X on M can induce a fibre bundle 
map AM(X) : T£*M -> Tf*M over idM (or a vector field AM(X) on T£*M), where 
T£*M = Jr(M,R*)0 is the bundle of (k.r)-covelocities over M, cf.[6]. In Section 1 
we present some constructions of such types. In Section 2 we remark that the idea of 
such constructions is reflected in the concept of natural operators T —> (T£*,Tj?*) (or 
T —> TT£*), cf. [6]. The rest of the paper is dedicated to the proof of the following 
two theorems. 
Theorem A For n-manifolds (n > 3), the space of all natural operators T —> 
TT£* is a free finitely generated module over Cco((TLk)r). 
Theorem B For n-manifolds (n > 3), the space of all natural operators 
T -+ (T^.T,**) is a free finitely generated module over C°°((Rk)r). 
0 This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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In the proof of these theorems we construct explicitly the bases of these C00((R*)r) 
-modules. 
Since Tf* M = T/* XM-•• XMTI*M (/-times ), without loss of generality we assume 
that / = 1. If k = 1 we reobtain the result of [10]. 
Similar problems have been studied by many authors, cf. [1], [4], [5]-[10] e.t.c. 
All manifolds and maps in this paper are assumed to be smooth, i.e. infinitely 
differentiable. 
1. Main examples. Let n,r,k,q > 1 be integers, M be an n-manifold and X be 
a vector field on M. The C°°(M)-module of all global vector fields on M is denoted 
by X(M). 
In this section we present some examples of fibre bundle maps Tk*M —• T**M 
and vector fields on Tk*M induced by X. 
Example 1.1. Let " < " be the usual lexikographic ordering on Z 2 . Let 
Ql,q = UL=i Qk?qi
where f o r any -s ^ {i?.»- q} 
( 1 1 } Q*\ ={((«! , « i ) , - . ( « . , « . ) ) € (Z
2)* : 
(0,1) < ( a i . a O < ... < (a9,a3) < (s - 1 + r - q, k)}. 
We see that if 1 < s < max(l,q — r + 1), then Qk* = 0. Furthermore, if q > s > 
max(l,q- r + 1), then card(Qr^q) = ((*+'-*)*+*--). For any 
a = ( ( a i , a ! ) , . . . , ( a „ a , ) ) G Qrkq 
we have a fibre bundle map A^j[' ,9(X) : Tk*M —> Tf*M over tdAf defined as follows. 
Let 7 = (71, ...,7fc) : M —* R* and x G M be such that 7(0;) = 0. Considering X 
as the differential operator C°°(M) —• C°°(M) we define 67)X,o = 67 : M —• R by 
K = f[(Xai^i-X
a'^i(x)) = (XO^-X^W-W'Ta. -X
a-y»,(x)), 
1=1 
where Xai = X o ... o X (a,-times). 
Since a G Qk q, the q-jet at x of 67 depends only on the r-jet at x of 7. To see this 
we consider an arbitrary rj = (rj\,...,rjk) G (m]^1"1)*, where mx is the ideal of maps 
M —• R vanishing at x. Let 7 ' = 7 + rj. Then 6y — 67 is a sum of terms of the form 
nj .-.i(-YOi Z9; - -*"'Pi(*))> w h e r e W G fa>•••> »/*>7*1' - ' 7a.} and pio = rjio for some 
j 0 G {l, .- . ,s} and i0 G {l,...,k}. We see that X
a* pj - Xa* pj(x) G m x and 
X « ' V i . - Xa*<pjo(x) = X
ai'rjio G m ;
+ 1 " ° - C ml-*2, 
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as ajo < aa < s — 1-fr — q <r — 1. Therefore 67 — 6y G m j
+ 1 , as well. 
Any element from Tk*M is of the form j
ry, where 7 : M —• R* and x G M are 
such that 7(x) = 0. We put 
(1.2) (ATk'"(X))(J:f) := j<(M = i«(n(A--'7*i - Xa<^t(x))) 
i = l 
for any jry G T£*M. Since 67(x) = 0, j | ( 6 7 ) G (T?*M)X. Using the local coordinate 
argument it is easy to verify that A ^ r ' ,g(X) is smooth. Of course, it is a fibre bundle 
map over tdAf. 
Example 1.2. In general if E —• M is a vector bundle and A : .E —* E is a fibre 
bundle map over idM > then there exists the unique vertical vector field A + G # ( £ ) 
such that A+(y) is the velocity vector of R 3 t —• y + *-4(y) € -E? at 0, where y € E, 
c.f. [2]. Hence for any fibre bundle map A : Tk*M —• Tk*M over idM there exists 
A+ € ArfT^Af). In particular, for any (a 1 , . . . , a*) G (Qrkfr)
k = Qrkyr x ... x Q
r
kr 
(fc-times ) there exists A^'"- , a* ; r ,*(X) € *(Tfc
r*M) given by A^" 'a*;r'*(X) = 
(A^^ '* ' r (X ) , . . . ,A^^ '* ' r (a : ) )+ , where QJ>r and (A^
r(X),...,A^r(X)) : 
Tl*M -> Tfc
r*M = Tjr*M x M - x M ^ M (Jfc-times ) are defined in Example 1.1. 
Example 1.3. In general, if G is a natural bundle, then we can define G(X) G 
X(GM) ( the complete lift of X to GM) via the prolongations of flows, c.f. [3],[6]. 
Hence we have T^*(X) G X(T^*M) such that: if <pt is the flow of X then T^*((pt) is 
the flow of T H K ) . 
2. Natural operators T -> (T£*,T?*) and T -> TTjf*. It is well-known that 
the concept of geometrical constructions can be formulated in the form of natural 
operators, cf. [6]. 
Example 2.1. Let n, r, k, q be fixed natural numbers. Let a G Qk q (or (a
1 , . . . , ak) 
G (Q*, r)*), where Q
r
kq is defined in (1.1). The family A
a>r>k>* (or Aol»-'a** r '*) of 
functions 
X(M) 9 X - ^ r ' * ' ' ( X ) € C%(T?M,TrM) 
(or *(M) 9 x -> ^ -*"'*(jr) e *(_r M) ), 
for any n-manifold M, where Aa^r'k,9(X) (or A^',,''Q( ; r '*(K) ) is described in Exam-
ple 1.1 (or in Example 1.2) and C^T^M, T9*M) is the set of all fibre bundle maps 
over t<1Af- -S a natural operator T —> (Tk*,T
9*) (or T —> TTk*). Similarly, the family 
Tk* of functions 
X(M) ЭX^ *(X) e XЩ*M) 
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for any n-manifold M, where T£*(X) is described in Example 1.3, is a natural oper-
ator T - > TTfc
r*. 
3 . The main result. Let n be a natural number. Let G : Mf —• VB and 
F '> Mfn —> VB be bundle functors, cf.[6], where VB is the category of vector bundles 
and vector bundle maps. Let E = (G\Mfn)* : Mfn —> VB be the bundle functor dual 
to (G\M/n) i.e. EM = (GM)* and E<p = ( G ^ "
1 ) ) * for any M € obj(Mfn) and any 
V? G morph(Mfn). . Then the set of all natural operators T -> ( £ , F) (or T -> TE), 
cf. [6, p.174], is a C°°((G0R)*)-module. Actually, for any A,B : T -> (.E,F) (or 
A, H : T -> T E and / , g G C°°((C0R)*) the natural operator fA + gB : T -> (E, F) 
(or fA+gB : T -> TE) is defined by 
( ( / A + gH)M(X))M = / (u; x ) ( (AM(X ) )M) + g(u;x)((HM(X))(")) , • 
where M is an n-manifold, X £ ^ ( M ) , u G E X M, x € M, and where o;x € (CoR)* is 
defined as follows. Let {<p*} be the flow of X. Let $* : R —> M be a map defined on 
some neighbourhood of 0 G R by $*(*) = (f*(x). Then we put ux := uo (GQ(^)), 
cf [10]. 
In particular, T£* : Mfn —> V# is naturally isomorphic to (T^ \Mfn)*, where 
T^r) : Mf —> V# is the linear r-th order tangent bundle functor, see [6, p. 123], and 
T[r)M = T^r)M x M ... x M T^
r)M ( k-times). Now using the isomorphism T0
(r )R = 
R r , u —> (^(Jo(xs)))r=l, we have the C°°((R*)
r)-modules of all natural operators 
T -* TT£* and T -> (Tfc
r*, Tf*) respectively. It is easy to verify that for every natural 
operators A,B : T -> (T r*,T/*) (or A,H : T -> TT r* and f,g G C°°((R*) r) the 
natural operator fA + gB : T -> (T£*, T/*) (or fA + gB :T -> TTjf*) is given by 
( ( / A + gH)M(X))(jx
r7) = / ( * 7 ( * ) , . . . ,X r 7(^) ) ( (^M(X ) ) ( i r 7)) 
+g (X 7 (^) , . . . , X
r7(^))((-5M(X))(ir7)), 
where M is an n-manifold, X G <¥(M), X5 = X o ... o X (s-times) and jry G T~*M. 
The main result of this paper is formulated in the following two theorems, corre-
sponding to Theorem A and Theorem B, respectively. 
Theorem 3.1 . Let r,k,n be natural numbers. If n > 3, then (for n-manifolds) 
the natural operators T£* and Aa >~>a ;r,k for (a1 , . . . ,a*) G (Qrk T)
k (described in 
Example 2.1) form a basis of the C°°((R,k)r)-module (described above) of all natural 
operators T-+TT£*. 
In particular, if n > 3, then the C°°((R*)r)-module of all natural operators T —> 
TT[* is isomorphic to ( C ° ° ( ( R * ) r ) ) 1 + * ^ ' - - ^ * + ; " 1 ^ 
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Theorem 3.2. Let r,k,q,n be natural numbers. If n>3, then (for n-manifolds) 
the natural operators Aa;r,k>q for a G Qkq (described in Example 2.1) form a basis 
of the C°°((Kk)r)-module of all natural operators T -> (T£*,Tq*). 
Since Tq*M = Tq* XM ••• XiaTq*M (/-times ), we have the following consequence 
of Theorem 3.2. 
Corollary 3 .1 . Let r,k,q,l,n be natural numbers. If n > 3, then (for n-
manifolds) the natural operators (AQl>r>k>q,..., Aal>r>k>q) for (a1,...,a1) G (QJ>g)' form 
a basis of the C°°((Kk)r)-module of all natural operators T -> (T£*,T,g*)> where 
(Aal>r>k>q,...,Aal>r>k>q)M(X) := ( A ^
; r ' f c ' ? ( X ) , . . . , A M ^ ^ ( X ) ) : T
r
k*M - T**M. 
In particular, if n > 3, then the C°°((TLk)r)-module of all natural operators T —> 
(T£*,Tq*) is isomorphic to (C°°((R*)r)) -^•™"(- . f -+-)^ ' K 
4. A preparatory proposition. The following (decomposition) lemma for 
E = T£* shows that Theorem 3.1 is a simple consequence of Theorem 3.2. 
Lemma 4.1 . Let E = (G\Mfn)*, where G : Mf -» VB is a bundle functor. 
Let A : T —> TE be a natural operator. Then there exist h G C°°((GoK)*) and 
a natural operator B : T - • (E,E) such that A = hE + B+, i.e. (AM(X))(u) = 
h(ux)((E(X))(u)) + (BM(X))+(u) for any n-manifold M, X G X(M), u G EXM 
and x G M, where ux G (GoR)* is defined in Section 3, E(X) is the complete lift of 
X to E (see Example 1.3) and the operation ( ) + is described in Example 1.2. 
A proof of Lemma 4.1 one can find in [10]. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 will be given in Section 5. In the proof of Theorem 3.2 
we shall use some technical facts proved in this section. 
From now on the usual coordinates on R n are denoted by x1,..., xn. The canonical 
vector fields - ^ on R n are denoted by &i. The C°°((RA:)r)-module of all natural 
operators T —* (T£*,Tq*) for n-manifolds is denoted by T(r, k,q,n). 
For any integers r, k, q, n > 1 we have a homomorphism of C°°((Rfc)r)-modules 
(4A) T(r,k,q + l,n)3A-+ TT|+ 1 OA G T(r,k,q,n), 
where (7r|+1oA)M(X) := 7r|
+1 O (AM(X)) for any n-manifold M and any X G X(M) 
and where for arbitrary r, k 
(4.2) 4+1 : T*+1*M -* Tl'M, 4+10T+17) = JTT, 
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is the jets projection. We also have a homomorphism of C°°((R*) r)-modules 
(4.3) T(r,k,q,n)3A-> Aonr+1 € T(r + 1,A:,q,n) , 
where (A07Tr+1)M(X) := (AM(X)) 0 7r
r+1. A C°°((R*) r)-module structure in T(r + 
l,k,q,n) is induced from the C°°((R*) r + 1)-structure by the homomorphism 
C°°((R*) r) 9 / - / o p r E C°°((R*)
r + 1 ) 
of rings, where pr : ( R * )
r + 1 = (R*) r x R* - • (R*) r is the projection. 
In this section we will prove the following proposition. 
Proposit ion 4 .1 . Let r,k,q,n be natural numbers. If n > 3, then the natural 
operators Aa;r,k,q for a £ Qrk'
q (see (1.1) and Example 2.1) form a basis of the 
C°°((Rk)rysubmodule 
(4.4) T°(r,k,q,n) = {A G T(r, k,q,n) : izqq^oA = 0} 
where TTQ := 0. 
Proposition 4.1 will be a consequence of the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. Let r,k,q,n be natural numbers. For any C € T°(r,k,q,n) define 
hc : (R*)r x (R*)r -> R by 
(4.5) /i
C(^,/.)-=($o(CRn(ai)))(io
r(E irMxl)m+ E ^™(X1TX*)), 
--—' m\ *-~* ml 
m = l m=0 
where v = (v\, ...,vr), \L = (/i0, . . . , / i r - i ) 6 (R*)
r and 
(4.6) * : (TfR^o - R, * 0 » = ^(f t^O) . 
If n > 3, then the function 
(4.7) T°(r,k,q,n)BC->hce C°°((R*) r x (R*) r ) 
is a C°°((R*)r)-module monomorphism, provided a C°°((R*) r)-module structure in 
C°°((Rky x (R*) r ) M given by (f + g)(y,z) = f(y,z) + g(y,z) and (\f)(y,z) = 
A(y)/(y,*) Mere A € C°°((R*) r) , f,g € C°°((R*) r x (R*) r ) and y,z € (R*) r . 
First we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4 .3 . Let A,B € T ° ( r , t , 9 , n ) 6e jucft that gA = gB, where gA : 
(T t
r*Rn)0 -> R M defined by g
A(J5j) = (*°(i-R-(9i)))Oo7). I/" > 2> < A e n A = B-
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Proof of Lemma 4.3. Let 7^ : R n —> R and rj{ : R n -» R be such that JQ(TJ^) = 
(AK»(d\))(0 and j0
g(7c) = (BRn(d\))(() for any C 6 (Tfc
r*.Rn)o. By the assumption 
we have .Da7C(0) = D
aJ7c(°) = 0 for any a G (N U {0})n with 0 < \a\ < q - 1 and 
any C e (Tfc
r*Rn)0 (D
a := (d\)ai o ...(dn)
an). It is sufficient to show that Dayc(Q) = 
Danc(0) for any a € (N U {0})
n with \a\ = q. (Then (AR-(ft))(C) = ( £ R « ( 0 I ) ) ( C ) , 
i.e. .AR»(di) = -BR»(9I ) over 0, and consequently A = B because of the Frobenius 
theorem.) 
By the polarization formula, it is sufficient to show that Xqrj^(0) = Kg7^(0) for 
any constant vector field X € X(Hn) and for any £ £ (T£*Rn)o. We can assume 
that X $. span(d\). Since n > 2, there exists a linear isomorphism (p : R n —» R n 
preserving d\ such that Tip o 82 = X o (p. Using the invariancy (of A and B) with 
respect to (p we obtain 
x'ndo) = W O K o v_1)(o) = q\gA(nW0) = q\g
B(nMO) = *'7c(o). 
Lemma 4.3 is proved. • 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. It is easy to see that the function given in (4.7) is 
a homomorphism of C°°((R*)r)-modules. Let i , 5 G T°(r,k,q,n) be such that 
hA = hB. We shall prove that A = B. 
By the invariancy of A with respect to bt = (x
1,x2,tx3, ...,txn), t ^ 0, (preserving 
d\ and fa) we obtain that gA(io7) = gA(Jo(l ° M ) -° r any J07 G (TJ
r*Rn)0 and 
t E R — {0}, where gA is defined in Lemma 4.3. If t —• 0 then 
(4.8) gA(jr0y) = g
A(jr0(fo(x
1,x2,0,...,0))) 
for any JJ7 € (T t
r*Rn)0. Let P = {(m,s) € (N U {0})
2 : 1 < m + * < r}. Define 
fA : ( R * ) p -» R by 
fA(»m,,;(m,s)€P) = g
A(jr0( Yl l i ^ U ^ r V ) ' ) ) -
We show that fA is independent of ^m>J for all (ra, s) € P with s > 2. 
Assume the contrary. Let s0 > 2 be the maximal number for which there exists 
ra such that (ra,s0) £ P and /
A depends on /im,*0. Since n > 3, the diffeomorphism 
(p = (x 1 ,^ 2 ,^ 3 -j- (x2)3°,x4,...,xn) : R n —> R n preserves d\. Since JQV? = jl(id), 
then Tl*<p-l(jln) = j fo for any j fo G (Tf*Rn)o with jl~ln = 0. Hence using the 
invariancy of A with respect to (p and the assumption n\-\ o(ARn (d\)) = 0 we deduce 
that 
gA o (TZ\-l)o = * o ( i4R-(ft)) o (TA
rV_1)o = $ o ( l r V _ 1 ) o ° ( i4R-(ft)) 
- . * o ( i 4 R - ( f t ) ) = ^ . 
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Then, using (4.8), we have 
/A(/.m>.;(m.,) € p)=/Oo
r(E ^ ^ r + E E ^-^-...(-1)m(*a)')) -*—* m! --—* -—•* m!3! m=l «=1 m=0 
=^0'o(E i ^ ^ r + E E ^i^(*I)"(**)' , m! --—' --—' m!з! 
m=l 5=1 m=0 
+ E т^i^.-Л*1)"1*3)) 
л m\s0 
m=0 
5<> —1 r—в 
=*A0'r((É è^.o^1)"' + Ë Ë ^"•.•(*1)m(*2),+ , m! <-—' --—' m!s! 
m=l з=l m=0 
E^ÏÏЬ^.-.^Г- 3 )^)) 
m=0 
з0—1 r—з 
- ^ ( - T ^ O Í Í E í3 l(* ,r + É E i ^ * 1 ) * ^ 2 ) 
m = l 5=1 m=0 
+ E Jrrlí"-».(a;1)ma;3))) 
m í̂. m ! s ° ! 
з0— 1 г—в 
- И O Ï Í E èlí-°(*1)m + Ê E ^ " . ' ( ^ п * 2 ) ' m! --—' --—' m\s\ 
m=l 5=1 m=0 
+ Etïïľгîlí'«.'»(a;1)ma;3)) 
m^O m ! s » ! 
50—T * * 
=^0'or(E ^ . o ( ^ r + É E =iíM-M(*,)"(-,n). , m! --—' --—' m\s\ 
m=l 5=1 m=0 
i.e. fA is independent of /im>50 for all m = 0, . . . , r — 3.,. Th is is a contradiction. Thus 
fA is independent on fimy3 for all (m, s) £ P with s > 2. Hence 
«AJor7) = <Aior(7 o (x1, x 2 , 0 , . . . , 0))) 
=sAuro( E ^(^)m(^r7(ox^)m(x2)s)) 
(m,3)eP 
= / A ( (ai) m (^)*7 (0); K * ) 6 P ) 
= ̂ Oor(E i?(9i)m7(0)(x1r+ E ^(ft)mft7(0)(x1)mx2)) 




= / . B ( ( f t ) 1 7(0) , . . . , (a) r 7(0) , ( f t )°f t7(0) , . . . , ( f t ) r - 1 f t7(0)) = SBOor7) 
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for any JJ7 G (TJ
r*Rn)o. Therefore A = B because of Lemma 4.3. • 
Proof of Proposit ion 4 .1 . Let A G T°(r,k,q,n). Using the invariancy of 
A with respect to the homotheties ct = (x
1 ,tx2,x3,...,xn) : R u —• R n , t =fi 0, 
(preserving d\ ) we obtain 
hA(v,tn) = t*hA(v,») 
for any v = (vx,...,vr), \i = (/x0,...,/ir-i) = (fioti,^., ^0,1^^,^-1,1,^^-1^) G 
(R*) r and t G R — {0}, where hA is given by (4.5). Therefore, by the homogeneous 
function theorem, cf.[6], hA is a linear combination of monomials in ^o,i,—,^o,k, 
. . . , / i r - i , i 9 •••> A*r-i,fc °£ degree q with coefficients being C°° maps depending on v. 
On the other hand, if B = A"^*^, where a = ((ax,67i),..., (ag,57g)) G Q*'*, then 
hB(v,V>) = A-a1,a1-••,"«,,a, for all 1/ = (i/!,..., i/r), /z = (fi0, ...,/ir_x) 
= (/io,i,...,/xo,fc,...,r*r-i,i,--,/^r-i>fc) G (R*)
r . It follows from the fact that hB(v,fi) 
is the coefficient corresponding to (x2)q of the polynomial (in x1, x2) 
r - l 
Г J » в ' < E àI/^(*1)ro + £ ^/wл*1)*"*2) 
j = l m = l m=0 
- ( ^ " ' ( E І , ' » » . S i ( * 1 Г + E І / - m җ ( * 1 Г - Л ) ( 0 ) ] 
„ m! ' ' -----' m! 
m = l tn=0 
(which is of the form Il !=i(/ X a i ,aj %
2 + x1Wj(x1,x2)), where Wj are polynomials), see 
(1.2). 
Now applying Lemma 4.2 we end the proof. • 
5. Proo f of t h e m a i n resu l t . We will prove Theorem 3.2 by induction with 
respect to q. The first step is Proposition 6.1 for q = 1. Now, we assume that 
Theorem 3.2 is true for q and for all r, k. We prove the theorem for q + 1 and all r, k. 
It follows from (1.1) that 
(5-1) QZ'+1 = Ql,q U QZ\\
+\ Ql,q+1 - QZ
+
+\ C Qlt1 and QJ„ C Q J « 
By the inductive assumption A0^'*'-*, for a G QJ , are C°°((R*)r)-linearry inde-
pendent. By Proposition 4.1, A*'*1'***1, for a G O t ^ i are also Croo((Rfc)r)-linearly 
independent. We see that ni+loAa'>r>k>*-rl = 0 if a € Q ^ , and = Aa;r.*.* if 
a € #fc,g+i ~ Ofc.g+i- Moreover, the function (4.1) is a C°°((R*)r) -module homo-
morphism. Therefore, A*'*1''**9*1, for a G Ql,q+i> are C
00((R*)r)-linearly indepen-
dent. 
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Now we prove that A"''*'*'9*1, for a G Q*,g+_, generate the C°°((R*)
r)-module 
T(r, k, q + 1, n). Let us consider an arbitrary natural operator A G T(r, k, q + 1, n). 
By the inductive assumption for any a G QJ q there is / a € C°°((R*)
r) such that 
*l+l°A= 2_ faA
a'r'k'q. 
We see that 
(5.2) 7rJ+1o(Ao7rr
r+1 - £ ( / a o p r ) A ° '
r + 1 ' ^ + 1 ) = 0, 
aZQl,, 
where p r : (R*)
r + 1 = (R*) r x R* -> (R*) r is the obvious projection, 
because 7rq+ioA
a,r+1>k><i+1 = A*'***1*-** = Aa'r>*'*o7rr+1 for all a G Qrkyq. Then it 
follows from Proposition 4.1 (with _* + 1 and r + 1 instead of _* and r) and from (5.1) 
and (5.2) that 




y a r - -
for some maps ga G C°°((R*)
r + 1 ) . 
For any B G T ( r + l ,k ,g + l,n) and s G {1,..., _ + 1} with _ - 1 + r - g > 0 define 
HB>> : ( R * ) r + 1 x ( R * ) r + 1 x R* -> R by 
HB'>,/z, A) = ( ¥ . o (BR.(9l)))Oo
r+1(7^M,Ai-)), 
where i/ = (i/ i , . . . , i / r + 1), /_ = (/,0,...,//r) G (R*)
r + 1 , A G R*, 
^ A . - E S І " - ( I 1 ) " 
m--=l 
+ E ò.^1^3 + (з-lІ--,)!^1)^"^2) 
m=0 v ^' 
a-.+2 
and * , : (T 1
g + 1 *R n ) 0 -* R is given by 
By the invariancy of B with respect to the homotheties c* = (x1 ,tx2,xz,...,xn), 
t 7- 0, we deduce that HB'5(i/,//, 0) = ^- f+2J_r f l»#(i/,/i,0), i.e. HB'*(i/,/i,0) = 0 for 
any i/,/x G ( R * ) r + 1 . In particular, 
(5.4) H^<+l'>,/x,0) = 0. 
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If B = A*'**1'***1, where a = ( (a i ,57 i ) , . . , (a a , a a ) ) G Q
r
k+\v and .s G {1 , . . . , * + 
1} with s — 1 + r — q > 0, then HB>s(v,fi,\) is the coefficient corresponding to 
(x2y—+2(x3)s-1 of the polynomial 
i=i 
in x1-^2,a?3; or (equivalently) it is the coefficient corresponding to (x2)g~*'r2(a:3)J~1 
of the polynomial ]Tj=i(di)ailo^}x^
 w h e r e 7I/,M,A,J = (7jlM>A,.>-»7*^Af«)- Hence, 
if a G Q/k̂ g+i ~ Qfc,g+i> then a = s a n ( l o:a = 3 — 1 + r — g, and then H
B,s(v, fi, A) 
= Aa. r *a l f a l . . . r*a . - I l a. - l for any V, fi = (/i0 , l , •, ,"0,fc, ..., Mr-1,1, - , ,"r-l,fc) G ( R * )
r + 1 
and A = (Ai,..., A*) € R*. If a G Q^*+1, then a = s and a , < s — 1 + r — g, and 
then HB>s(v,n,\) = 0 for any v,fi G (R*) r + 1 and A G R*. If a G QJ+1+1 - Q ^ * , 
then HB,s(v,fi,\) is a polynomial in Ai,..., Afc,/xo,i, ...,//o,fc, •••,A'r,i,— ,/~V,* each term 
of which is a monomial of degree a ^ s. 
Then using (5.3), (5.4) and the equality Jo^/i.A,*) = Jo(7^,^,0,*) we have 
0 = H^<+1'>,//,0) = HA±<+1>s(v,n, A) 
J ] ^MAa.r*orllal...r*a-.lt-r-_1 + 
for any s G {1, . . . , q + 1} with 5 — 1 + r — g > 0 and any 
M = (r-oli,...,r-olfc,...,r-r-i,i,...,r*r-ilJb),^ € (R*)
r + 1 , A = (Ai,...,Afc) G R*, where 
the dots denote a polynomial in /io,i...,A-o,Jfc,-.-,l~V,i,...,/«V,*,Ai,...,A* each term of 
which is a monomial of degree ^ s. Then ga = 0 for any a G Qj[ g+i~~ QJk'g+r Hence 
(by (5.3)) 
(Aa-.(0i))(jo
r7) =(( .4a-(f t ) ) o < + 1 ) ( i 0
r + 1
7 ) 
=(( £ flr.(.,0)A°"-'»''+1)a-(ft))OoP7) 
for any 7 : R" -+ R* with 7(0) = (d1)
r + 17(0) = 0 (i.e. for an arbitrary jfa € 
(T t"R
n)o). Therefore A = E a e Q - ga(.,0)A
a'r<k'i+1, as well, n 
^ * i f + -
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SOME INTEGRAL FORMULAS FOR A RIEMANNIAN 3-MANIFOLD 
EQUIPPED WITH A SYSTEM OF ORTHOGONAL FOLIATIONS. 
JACEK ROGOWSKI 
1. INTRODUCTION. 
All objects in the paper are assumed to be of claas C°°. 
Let M be an orientable Riemannian manifold of dimension 3. Two codimension 1 
foliations T and Q of M are orthogonal if and only if for any p £ M the 1-dimensional 
complements {Tpf)
L and (TPQ)
X ofTpF and TPQ in TPM are orthogonal. Here TPT denotes 
the tangent space of the leaf of T through p. 
D. Hardorp in [H] has shown that every 3-dimensional compact orientable manifold 
M admits a system of three mutually transverse foliations T\,Ti,Tz of codimension one. 
Taking any Riemannian metric which makes these foliations pairwise orthogonal and 
choosing unit vector fields Ki, X2, Xa such that X, is tangent to the 1-dimensional foliation 
!Fj H Fk we get some Riemannian structure g with three mutually orthogonal foliations. 
If this construction is made for a Riemannian manifold (M,g '), then in general g ^ g'. 
It leads to the following question: Which closed orientable Riemannian manifolds of 
dimension 3 admit three mutually orthogonal foliations of codimension 1? The full answer 
to this problem is not known, anyway to the author. Local version of the question was 
considered by E. Cartan [C], who proved that for each point of any analytic manifold of 
dimension 3 there exists a neighbourhood with three mutually orthogonal foliations. This 
result was extended in 1984 by DeTurck and Yang [DY] to the case of C°°-manifolds. 
In the present paper we prove some integral formulas for a 3-dimensional closed ori-
ented Riemannian manifold equipped with a system of mutually orthogonal foliations of 
codimension 1 (shortly: SMOF). The first formula (Theorem 1) is some upper estimation 
for total scalar curvature of the manifold with a SMOF, and the estimation is stronger 
then this one which follows immediately from formulas obtained by F. G. Brito and P. G. 
Walczak in [BW], Two other formulas give some relations between principal curvatures 
of leaves of foliations in a SMOF. They seem to be useful for further investigations. For 
example, if M is of constant non-zero sectional curvature, then no foliation with at least 
one constant pricipal curvature can be raised up to a SMOF (Corollary 2). 
This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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The author is grateful to Professor P. Walczak for his constant encouragement and 
helpful remarks. 
2. MAIN RESULTS. 
Let M be a closed oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension 3. In [W], P. Walczak has 




where N is the unit vector field on M orthogonal to T, Ric(N) is the Ricci curvature of 
M in the direction of N, and k2(T) is the second mean curvature of (the leaves of) T. 
The integral is computed with respect to the standard volume form defined by the metric 
tensor of M. We shall always omit a symbol of this form. 
Now, let M be a closed oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension 3. Suppose 
that T\,T2yTz is a SMOF of M, and Ki,X2,X3 are unit vector fields on M such that 
Xi _L Tiy i = 1,2,3. Hence Ti is the integral foliation of the distribution spanned by 
{Xy,Xjb}, i T-= j 7-= k j=- i. From (1) we get immediately the following inequality 
/ RІC(XІ)< í hl i = 1,2,3, 
Jм Jм 
where hi is the mean curvature of Ti. Indeed, if A}- denotes the j-th principal curvature 
of Tu then k2(T{) = XfX^ and /i, = AJ° + Xf for i 7- ; 7-- k 7- i. Summing up left and 
right sides of the last inequalities we get 
/ * < / tti> 
Jм Jм " 
5. 
Jм 
where s is the scalar curvature of M. We shall prove that, in fact, some stronger inequality 
holds. 
Theorem 1. With the above notation and assumptions 
(2) It***! 
JM " JM 
Moreover, ifjthe equality holds in (2), then all foliations Ti are totally umbilical. 
PROOF. Let T%B = < V^cX>i,KB >, where < , > denotes the metric tensor on M 
and V is the Levi-Civita connection of M. 
In [BW], the authors proved the following formula 
2 / (-13-23 + F12I32 + I21I31) = / \S + --21--31 + 132112 + 1 1 3 I 2 3 ) 
JM JM 
in the case, when {X<, X;}, , i 7-= j , span a distribution on M which need not be integrable. 
Rirther, we shall always assume that i 7-= j 7-- k 7- i is some permutation of (1,2,3). 
In our situation, by integrability of {X^X,}, we get 
Tii ==r,jt.» 
what leads to the conclusion that 
r*=o. 
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On the other hand 
hence 
-гj^-лî-rø-W 
/ £^= / £*?+/*, 
JM £f JM a JM 
where fcj is the geodesic curvature of K,. By the main theorem of [BW] 
/ £»?-./ 
Jм ţтj Jм 
8, 
what implies (2). 
Finally, equality in (2) holds if and only if 
/£«?=/« . 
JM ~J JM 
In this case, by [BW], all T{ are totally umbilical. • 
Corollary 1. If the sectional curvature c of M is constant, then 
I X>? = 2/s, 
JM " JM 
if and only if c = 0 and all foliations Ti have only planar leaves in M. 
PROOF. By the assumptions we get 
r 3 
/ Y>J = 6cvol(M), 
JM £1 
and all foliations are totally umbilical. It is known that there are no totally umbilical 
foliations in the closed 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold of constant sectional curvature 
c > 0. It implies that c = 0 and hi = 0. In consequence T^ = — T^ and, by umbilicity, 
T^ = 0 for all i 7- j . • 
Remark. If M is the flat torus T3 = S1 x S1 x S1 (endowed with the standard product 
metric) with three mutually orthogonal foliations {t x S1 x S1}, {S1 x t x S1}, {51 x S1 x £}, 
then all leaves are planar and equality in Corollary 1 holds. 
In a little different way, one can obtain some other integral formulas for systems 
Piyf^ifz °f mutually orthogonal foliations on a closed oriented 3-dimensional manifold 
M of constant sectional curvature. In the theorem below we present some of them, which 
seem to be usefull in further investigations. 
Theorem 2. If M has a constant sectional curvature c, then for any natural number 
n the following formulas hold. 
(3) n / (A«>)--'A«(AW - A») = / (A}*)"/.*, 
JM JM 
(4) / [(n - \){ukk)
nhk + ni^y-'u] = 0, 
JM 
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where u is the determinant of the matrix 
0 A<2) A?> 
A<» 0 ' A » 
A « A» 0 
and cjjkjb are subdeterminants obtained by ignoring the k-th row and k-th column. 
PROOF. Let Ki,X2,K3 be unit pairwise orthogonal vector fields on M such that for 
every permutation i ^ j JL k j£ i of (1,2,2) the fields XiyXj span the foliation Tk. Then 
\i is the principal curvature of leaves of Tj along X,. Hence, Codazzi equations yield: 
X,A» = A « ( A » - A f ) . 
On t he other hand 
div(fXk)=Xkf-fhk 
for any smooth function / on M. Since M is closed, then 
[ Xkf=[ fhk. 
Jм Jм 
This fact and Codazzi equations give the formula (3) for / = (A,- ) n and the formula (4) 
for / = (A^AJ0)". D 
Coro l lary 2 . If M has a constant sectional curvature c and one of the foliations 
-F i ,-^,-^ has at least one constant principal curvature, then c = 0. 
PROOF. Let Gk = A- 'AJ- be the Gaussian curvature of Tk. Suppose that \2 = const. 
Then by Codazzi equations 
A?»(AJ»-A?
>)='0. 
For n = 2, from (3) we get 
/ ( A » ) « ( A » - A » ) = / G , A » . 
JM JM 
By our assumption 
A£° / G2 = 0. 
JM 
FYom the Asimov theorem (see [A]) it follows 
/ G2 = c, 
JM 
so Aj3)c = 0. Hence c = 0 or \2 = 0. In the second case G3 = 0 and using again the 
Asimov theorem we get c = 0. D 
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3. F I N A L REMARKS. 
1) If the sectional curvature of M is not constant, then the formulas (3) and (4) take 
the following form: 
(5) n J (Wr^iHL, + A» - A») = / (A?>)"fc», 
JM JM 
[(» - l)(«»)»fc» + ' - . ( w a ) - ^ - Af J & - A « f l y = 0, / 
Jм JM 
where <R2BC = < R(XA,XB)XC,XD > and It! is the curvature tensor on M. 
2) Formulas (3) and (5) remain true if d i m M = m and there is a system of mutually 
orthogonal foliations of codimension one on M. 
3) Except some integral formulas as above, there are not known (anyway to the author) 
any other global properties of manifolds equipped with a system of mutually orthogonal 
foliations. In particular, it seems t o b e interesting to find all closed 3-dimensional Rie-
mannian manifolds of constant curvature, which admit such systems. 
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